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SPLASH, SADDLE UP, SURGE!
Scores Turned Up To Swim 200 Metres, Cycle 8Km And Run 2.5Km To Win `3 Lakh In Prizes

Pics: Yogesh Chawda, Ashwin Sadhu

PRIZE WINNERS
These winners in various categories
were given prizes by model Milind
Soman and municipal chief
Guruprasad Mohapatra

MEN
WOMEN
|
AGE GROUP 15-19
Winners Prize | `20,000

PALLAVI RETIWALA
VIJAY LOBANIA
2nd place Prize | `15,000
VANDITA DHARIYAL
KARAN SAILOR
3rd place

Prize | `10,000
ANUJA VAIDYA
ISHAN VATS

AGE GROUP | 20-45
Winners Prize | `20,000

Sanjay Chakhaiyar & Shweta Singh | TNN

t was a Sunday surcharged with triple athletic power and trebled excitement as The
Times of India-Savvy Swaraaj Super Sprint
Triathlon brought out the bristling best from
contestants. Scores of Amdavadis had cut
their sleep to converge on the venue for the triathlon, the Sports Club of Gujarat, Navrangpura, at
5.30 am. The buzz of anticipation was complemented by the chorus of birds welcoming dawn.
Many people had assembled at the club as early
as 4 am to enjoy the experience that has never before
played itself out in the state. Contestants received highoctane inspiration from a celebrity known for his prime
fitness, model Milind Soman. In fact Soman, who distributed the prizes after the race along with municipal
commissioner Guruprasad Mohapatra, took part in
the event himself !
The race organizers, LS Sports, ensured that all
those present enjoyed the full blaze of the event that
stretched human capacity to the limit.
The success of the triathlon can be gauged by the
fact that almost all the over-300 contestants accomplished the mission — 200 metre swim, 8km cycling,
and 2.5km running — in less than two hours. No mean
feat this, considering that participants ranged from a
15-year-old to a 78-year-old lady doctor Dr Bhagwati
Oza. “I love adventure and wanted to join the army but
failed to do so,” Oza said. “So I am glad that the organizers had a category for senior citizens too.”
Umar (15) said ‘‘It was a truly great experience and
I enjoyed every bit of it!’’ Chicago-based Kimberly Shah,
the triathlon’s head coach, said: ‘‘It’s beyond anything
I would have dreamt of. I must applaud the people, especially in the age group of 50s, 60s and 70s for participating with such zeal.” Lihas Trivedi, co-director of
the race and an accomplished long-distance runner,
said the response to the event had been tremendous
and would go a long way in enhancing sporting culture
in the state and awareness on fitness.
The presence of two national women athletes —
Pragnya Mohan of Ahmedabad and Pooja Chaurushi
of Surat — added quality to enthusiasm. With the timing of 32 minutes and 01 seconds, Pragnya was awarded for being the fastest woman at the meet. The fastest
man was Vijay Lobania with the timing of 36 minutes
and 03 seconds. The team of Karan Shah, Piyush Sailor and Raj Bhanvadia clocked 30 minutes and 17 seconds to take the fastest team prize. For all participants,
the event had a heartening dose of acclaim as people
lined up along the entire stretch of the race and provided loud encouragement and applause. Crowds were
especially clustered near the main entrance gate of the
Sports Club.
The zeal of the contestants had been pumped up to
such an extent that a few seniors went for the run with
their cycling helmets on! Ravindra Joshipura (67), who
has represented the West Zone in the inter-zonal CoochBehar school cricket tournament, participated only in
the running and cycling events. ‘‘I can’t swim but still
wanted to be a part of this mega event,’’ said Joshipura.

I

PRAGNYA MOHAN
PRATIK MOHAN
2nd place Prize | `15,000
POOJA CHAURUSHI
SANGEET SHUKLA
3rd place

Prize | `10,000
SHUBHALAKSHMI
PHALAK VYAS

AGE GROUP | 46-59
Winners Prize | `15,000

PREETI KAMAT
DAKSHAY SHAH
2nd place Prize | `10,000
JIGNA SHAH
PARINDRA DESAI
3rd place

Prize | `5,000
BAKULA PATEL
SATPAL CHHABDA

AGE GROUP | Above 60
Winners

SAMIR SHAH

BHAGWATI OZA

TEAM RELAY
Winners Prize | `20,000

KARAN, PIYUSH, RAJ
2nd place Prize | `15,000
VRAJ, PARTH, CHAITANYA
3rd place

Prize | `10,000
RUSHI, SUNIL LOBANIA

To see 300 people
gather for the triathlon
was overwhelming!
This proves people
want such events to
happen in the city
Kimberly Shah | TRIATHLON HEAD COACH

This event promotes
active lifestyle. Those
who organized and
participated are
ambassadors for the
cause of a healthy nation
Milind Soman | MODEL

To wake up at 3.30
am and see over 300
people at the venue
really gave me a high!
Manjula Pooja Shroff |
CALORX FOUNDATION

Our group wants to
promote sports which
involve physical activity
and collective effort. I
hope more patrons will
join the cause
Jaxay Shah | SAVVY GROUP

I am elated after
the successful
completion of the
first-ever triathlon in
Ahmedabad. It was a
dream come true!
Lihas Trivedi | TRIATHLON CO-DIRECTOR

